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ABSTRACT
Poverty exists without any face; it is a multifaceted and complex
phenomenon. Poverty and famines existed before human civilization and
culture. Human culture existed 0.07 million years ago, and civilization
began 6000 years ago. In a modern civilized society, ‘first famine in
human history occurred in 1708 B.C. From 1708 BC to 1878 AD, 350
famines occurred in various spheres of the world. The Encyclopedia
Britannica listed 31 main famines from prehistoric to the 1960s. The subcontinent has also faced eleven severe famines from 1769-70 to 1943,
and about 40.9 million people have died due to these famines. Similarly,
more than 2 billion people live below the poverty line. Besides, China left
800 million people due to ‘Open Door Policy’. Now she is changing the
world's shape through BRI. Africa is a complex and perplexing region of
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the world. Because, Africa is facing all the root problems of the world,
i.e., poverty, massive unemployment and income inequality, monoculture political economy, border disputes, intra-state wars, and ethnic
and lingual clashes. In the land of Africa, the first famine was recorded
2273 years ago in Ethiopia’. About 2,582 languages1 and 1,382 dialects
are found on the African continent. From 1945 to 1999, humanity faced
25 interstate wars, most of which occurred in Africa. Therefore, 127 civil
wars happened among 73 states in the same era, and 16.2 million people
died. The Export and Import Bank of China will spend 1US$ trillion on
the African continent in 2025.
Keywords: Africa, Resources war, Future of Africa, Poverty, Famine

1. Introduction
1.1 Historical background of poverty and famines
Human beings have never seen a single society that survived
without Daram 2 , but in fact, there is no Daram of poverty and
terrorism. Still, human beings have never seen a society where
poverty and conflict do not exist. Human culture began only 0.07
million years ago3. It means the history of poverty is older than the
culture of existence (Kajiita and Murotekang’ethe, 2020; AddaeKorankye, 2014; Harber, 2002; Serageldin, 1989). Culture existed
after humans in a civilized society. A civilized society creates a
civilization (Simon, 2011). Hence, civilization began 6000 years
ago (Chekalin et al., 2019). Poverty and food insecurity are two
common problems that occur concurrently in all civilizations
(Zezza and Tasciotti, 2010). Our civilization is the last civilization
on this beautiful planet. Maybe or not, but our civilization is facing
a number of problems which have not faced other civilizations.
‘Almost every civilization in the world has been destroyed by food
insecurity, with the exception of a few civilizations that have been
destroyed by natural disasters 4 . "In a modern civilized society,
‘first famine of human history occurred in 1708 B.C. From 1708
BC to 1878 AD, 350 famines occurred in various spheres of the
world5 (Wood et al., 1995). Besides, the Encyclopedia Britannica
listed 31 main famines from prehistoric to the 1960s. The subcontinent has also faced eleven severe famines from 1769-70 to
1943 6 , and approximately 40.9 million people have died due to
these famines. In the twentieth century, China would also
experience a number of major famines 7. In the 20th century, the
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world faced approximately 59 famines, and during the 20th century,
about 70 million people died in only 30 famines 8 (Devereux,
2000).
In 1959-61, a famine broke out in China, which is known as the
Great Chinese Famine (Gørgens and Vaithianathan, 2012; St Clair
et al., 2005; Riskin, 1998) Due to this famine, 16.5 to 45 million
people died, which is half of the causalities of WWI and WWII9
(Tauger,2009; Fair, 1993). A brief history of famines reveals that
these issues confronted every civilization on the planet. In fact,
"almost civilization was destroyed through poverty, hunger, and
starvation 10 .’ Poverty’s etymology is Latin, which means poor 11
(Saith, 2005). There is no proper definition of poverty until it
exists12. (Gul et al, 2020) Encyclopedia Encarta defines the term
"poverty, " as "a condition of having inadequate means or income".
In UNDP's Report [1998], "Poverty is a multifaceted and
multifarious spectacle that commonly suggests the insufficiency of
resources and lack of choices, which would facilitate people of a
society or individual to take pleasure in polite living conditions13."
Poverty is a multifaceted and complex problem 14 (Marcus et al.,
2015; Drake and Pandey, 1996). It is hunger (Dhahri and Omri
2020; Ahmed et al., 2015); it is a lack of shelter (Ruprah 2010;
Culhane and Metraux, 1999); it is a lack of liberty (Cole, 2006).[7]
as well as a lack of skills 15 (Barham et al., 2020; Ayoub et al.,
2009; Gul et al., 2020), capabilities (Yang and Guo, 2020). limited
approval of economic and social infrastructure 16 , The poor
frequently have insufficient access to resources and fewer
opportunities for earning a living.
1.2 Poverty in 21st Century
Human beings are experiencing an awful dusk, the dusk of
international war (Brooks, 2014). Wars have broken out in almost
every sphere of the world (Gilpin, 1981), with peaceful nations
also preparing for war on a daily basis. Humankind is surviving
with an unbelievable and continuous fear 17 (Bennett, 1988). 21st
century civilizations are facing lots of problems (Teferra and
Altbachl, 2004). Laster R. Brown defined a proper solution to this
problem in his book ‘World on The Edge: How to Prevent
Environmental and Economic Collapse"; he said, "Merely,
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US$200 billion per year can save our civilization from internal and
external threats." Surprisingly, it is equal to two percent of the total
military spending of the world. " Because, according to the SIPRI
report, [2019], "Global military expenditure is estimated to have
been $1917 billion (2.2% of the world's gross domestic product) in
2019 18 . "The 21st century is known as the century of WWIII,
climate change, extreme poverty, and famines19.
The hunger and poverty story of the first decade of the 21st century
defined American economist Jeffrey D. Sachs in his well-known
book, “The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our Time,”
"Currently, more than eight million people around the world die
each year because they are too poor to stay alive. Our generation
can choose to end this extreme poverty by the year 2025. Every
morning, our newspapers could report that more than 20,000
people perished yesterday from extreme poverty.” Therefore, 8,000
children are dead from malaria, 5,000 parents lost their children
due to tuberculosis, and 7,500 young, educated and uneducated
adults’ deaths happened due to AIDS. Thousands of deaths occur
due to respiratory infection, diarrhea, and millions of deaths
happen from chronic hunger.
The other faces of Africans are also unhappy as a result of the first
face Poor children, parents, and youths die due to lack of drugs and
wards, lack of anti-material nets, and insufficient drinking of safe
water. Most of the maximum population are unconscious of the
everyday struggles for subsistence and a number of poor people
around the globe who lose that hope and struggle 20 . People are
facing lots of problems in the vein of terrorism, poverty,
unemployment, nuclear war shadows and so on, but poverty is the
topmost. When the first dawn of the twenty-first century arrived,
billions of people in extreme poverty took their first breaths
(Maree, 2010). In 2001, 1.1 billion people lived on an income of
less than US $ 1 per diem, and about 2.7 billion breathed less than
US $2 per diem. 20th or 21st-century poverty and famines are
basically human-made famines. 21 One hundred eighty-nine state
leaders signed the Millennium Development Goal under the United
Nations Millennium Summit 2000. Poverty reduction is a principal
goal of this summit, and the UN has started an immense anti168
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poverty movement worldwide (Ravallion, 2007). Through this
goal, 1.06 billion people were lifted out of extreme poverty around
the globe from 1990 to 2015. Due to several reasons, there are still
more than 700 million hungry people around the world. The world,
especially developing countries, is faced with harsh challenges in
the reduction of hunger, child health, and maternal (Lartey, 2008;
Bradshaw, 2007).
2. Poverty in China and how eradicating it?
"China is a sleeping lion. "Let her sleep, for when she wakes, she
will shake the world”. (Wang and Zhang, 2020; Sridharan, 2014).
(Napoleon Bonaparte) This history of the People’s Republic of
China is bifurcated into the pre and post Mao eras. (Isaacson,
2020; Criveller, 2020). The post-revolution Chinese economy from
1949 to 1976 is known as Mao’s economic era (Berry, 2004).
Someone calls it the industrial era of China (Mathews and Tan,
2011). China faced its last famine, ‘Great Leap Forward Famine’
in 1958-62 (Kung and Zhou, 2020). As might be predicted, the
contagious diseases, for example, cholera and typhus, were caused
by the famine’s mortality. But in the post-revolutionary period, the
cause of death was starvation and hunger rather than diseases. In
the 1970s, China’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita was
not greater than that of African countries (Zhu et al., 2020) i.e.,
Malawi or Niger, but today it is tenfold or twelvefold higher
(Gráda, C. Ó. 2011). In 1979, real founder of China’s economy,
president Deng Xiaoping, introduced economic reforms’ OpenDoor Policy’ in December 1978 (Liou et al., 2020). Thus, from
1980 to 2017, China’s actual (GDP rose at an average annual rate
of about 9.5%. Doug Guthrie also describes the phenomena in his
book ‘China and Globalization’, "The average annual growth rate
of Real GDP was 12.3%, the highest rate in that period."
According to the World Bank's 2018 report, "the fastest continuous
growth by a major economy in all of world history" (Jouffray et
al., 2020)
Similarly, according to United State Trade-Data [2019], ‘China-US
trade grew $5 to $600 billion from 1980 to 2018.’ (Collado-Nicol,
2020). Therefore, China's government statistics mentioned that,
‘From 1953 to 1978, China maintained an average annual Real
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GDP of 6.7%." After the completion of the world's largest and
biggest projects, BRI, and Vision 2025 and 2030, China will lead
the world economy. The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) is the heart and game-changing part of the Belt Road
Initiative (BRI) (Wolf, 2020; Hussain, 2020). The 21st century
wars are neither the Napoleonic Wars nor the Thirty Years' War
nor the United States’ Civil Wars. Modern wars are fought for
economic zones and resources, as well as to impose stateimperialism. In fact, a new economic cold war has started between
China and the USA in Africa (Ross and Jiang, 2020). These wars
also include a trade and currency war between the United States
and China (Wang, 2020). China did not adopt antagonistic and
political approaches that resembled the UK in the 18th and 19th
centuries. In the same way, historians divided the US approach into
two eras. Firstly, after WWII, the US took an economic approach
and, through this approach, controlled the world economy through
the International Monetary Fund, World Bank, and Marshall Plan.
Secondly, when the USSR collapsed, the US adopted a hard
aggressive policy against the world. (About 22 years ago, the USA
led the world as a solo supreme power from 1991 to 2012.
After 2014, the world entered multi-polarity, according to Jeffrey
D. Sachs, "The US has launched many overseas wars in the past
forty years; China has launched none" (Knight et al., 2020). But
China’s realist version is the balance of power during the whole
era. In the 21st century, China has emerged as a regional and
international economic power as well as a military power. China
spends $261 billion on defence (Ullah et al., 2020). China’s
economic power is a turning point in world politics (Yang et al.,
2020). Because for the first time in 300 years, someone from Asia
challenged the west’s hegemony.
Some political and economic scientists analyzed that the US failed
to predict the rising powers, and someone mentioned that the US
should and will fight these challenges by following a
‘containment’ approach, which leads to novel economic and
military conflicts, i.e., military conflicts and cold war exist in the
land of Asia and Africa. (Karabelias, 2020). In 2000, the UN set a
goal through Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) to reduce
the world's extreme poverty by 2015. As a consequence, China
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contributed 65% of the worldwide reduction in severe poverty,
while India accounted for 20% of the world. From 1990 to 2012,
poverty fell from 37% to 12% (about 897 million people in the
People’s Republic of China22).
After the 1980s, the Asian statesmen, especially of East Asia’s
statement, realized that the leader of a state is responsible to the
people, not them. Like Chinese President Deng, who changed the
lives of Chinese people but not the lives of the workers of the
community party. The Deng’s changed the history of China in the
modern era. As a result, 800 million Chinese people have risen out
of absolute poverty over the last three decades (Mahbubani, 2018).
In nominal terms, the US's GDP in 2010 was 9 times greater than
China's in 2000 (Evans et al., 2020). Because of the US economy's
rapid growth, the US GDP was only 2.5 times that of China in
2010.Besides, in 2014, China appeared as the world's major
economy [in terms of PPP] and it is 10% larger than the US
economy in 1980. China supports the US’s aggressive policies and
actions as compared to economic growth and development actions.
The USA identifies brawn as a strategic result and solution to all
problems, not brains. The economic war will be won by China
because, according to optimal population theory (Hu et al., 2020),
China's population is 1.37 billion and America’s population is 321
million (Yi et al., 2020).
3. US’s Economic interest in Africa
When the Soviet Union [USSR] collapsed, the United States of
America emerged as the sole military (spending $733 billion) and
economic super power (with $21 trillion volume) in the world.
Through his power, the peace preacher and maintainer brought the
world peace to an end and remained in power until 2011.The
United States was interested in Africa's oil and strategic routes
during the Cold War. For these purposes, "US started military ties
with African countries, i.e., Morocco, Tunisia, and others
(Volman, 2007). The US government and strategic exports selected
five major and important sites in Morocco for the construction of
strategic air bases. Three out of five developed bases for the
Strategic Air Command were not pointed out till 1963 23 . " The
United States' military ties with a few countries created a power
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vacuum on the fragile continent. Therefore, the US controls all
trade routes in West Asia and Africa (Maca-Meyer et al., 2003;
Weiss, 1997).
In fact, the geopolitical importance of the region lies in a corner
where western oil passes through from this region24. Thus, the US
controlled geo-strategic route ‘Cope route’. According to Nick
Turse, "A formerly secret map from AFRICOM shows a network
of 29 U.S. military bases that stretch from one side of Africa to
another". 25 Africa has a large arms market. The US is also
interested in Africa because of its large arms market. Currently,
more than half of the conflicts in the world have occurred on the
land of Africa (Tull, 2006). When the US established military
bases in Africa; he gave military aid to African countries. African
countries imported arms from both the Western and communist
blocs during the 1970s and 1980s.Besides, ‘US increased arms
exports to third world countries.
Western Europe rebuilt its arms industries (Sprenger, 2015); it now
purchases fewer arms from the United States. On the other hand,
the Africa Attractiveness report described that "the major investors
by many projects in Africa were the US, France, and UK,
respectively." Remarkably, China is the main investor in terms of
total capital, investing in excess of twice the dollar amount of
France or the US and more than triple that of the UK26. "The US is
investing $30, 855 in Africa through 463 projects. Therefore,
France's 329 projects and the UK's 286 projects started with
$34,172 and $17, 768 volumes, respectively. But the guru of
investment [China] launched 259 projects with the largest volume
of $72, 235. A few facts and figures show that, China is changing
the lives of Africans as compared to Americans (Zhang, 2013).
The major interest of America's ‘is its military and strategic
presence, not the development of Africa’. According to Josh
Becker, co-founder and CEO of Impele Consulting Group, "We are
seeing marvelous growth in interest in Africa [from the US], but
not the identical growth in indecision. Companies take their
notebooks but not their check books".
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4. Poverty in Africa
If a nation's economic sovereignty is lost, all sovereignty is lost.
From the 16th to the 20th centuries, the Western Powers (France,
the United Kingdom, and the Protégées) seized control of most of
the world's land (including South East Asia, the Subcontinent 27 ,
North and Central Africa, and South and Central America). These
powers exploited natural resources in the seized regions. During
that time, only France looted $50 billion in valuable resources
from seized regions (Van Everdingen et al., 2000) and shipped a
large volume of products and merchandise back to France. Asia
and the sub-continent faced severe famines in colonial times
because of the West's exploitation of resources. As a consequence,
Western exploitation is the root cause of poverty in developing
countries, i.e., African, Asian, and Latin America28’29. [Figure-1]
Africa is the world’s second largest continent covering about over
30 million square kilometers and 2nd largest populous continent.
Africa consisted 54 states and it is the home of 1.216 billion people
and 330 million people living in middle class.
Interestingly, till the world powers' exploitation of resources. The
interest of powers and resources in wars creates poverty and
conflicts in underdeveloped countries. Modern wars, resource
wars, and resource wars shattered people's peace and prosperity
within states and globally. Poverty is not the destiny of just African
people. Of course, Africa was the first land that faced famine. On
the land of Africa, the ‘first famine' was recorded 2273 years ago
in Ethiopia’30. In the West African Sahel, famines happened every
seven to ten years in the 17th century and every five years in the
18th century31. It is the fate of all populations in the world facing
regional conflicts, political instability, corruption, a fragile
economy, civil war and the influence of world power. Africa's
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is 15 times and 7 times less than
the GDP of the US and China. Africa is one of the world's poorest
regions, with 40% of the population living on less than $1.25 per
day and 69 percent living on less than $2 per day32.
In Post-2015 the main and fundamental goal of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) is to ‘universally wipe out severe
poverty by 2030’. The crucial goal of the MDGs should be to
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reduce poverty and extreme inequality, especially in developing
regions of the world. According to exports and policymakers,
ending Africa's poverty is possible through capital formation and
democracy. Therefore, someone mentioned that it’s possible
through high growth, equity, political stability, and strong policies,
i.e., ‘inclusive and green’ 33 . Since 2010, more than half of the
region's economies have included the world's fastest growing and
emerging economies. The world poverty rate has been shrinking
since the 1950s (Azzarri and Signorelli, 2020), but sub-Saharan
African countries have barely made a step since the 90s. Due to
accelerated growth, the region's severe poverty fell by 10 percent.
Famines were eradicated from all regions outside Africa. The
USSR faced the last ‘European famine’ after WWII (Johnson,
2020; Filtzer, 2002). In 2030, about 1-in-5 Sub-Saharan children
will live in poverty, which is 43% of the world's poverty. Between
2015 and 2030, sub-Saharan African births will increase from 29%
to 30%. The last quarter of the 20th century has seen an astonishing
improvement in poverty reduction. Poverty has dramatically
declined in the mid-20th and the first two decades of the 21st
century. Oxford’s Max Roser says, "In 1950, 75 percent of people
were living in dangerous and severe poverty; it was 44 percent in
1981. However, in fact, in 2016, extreme poverty fell by less than
ten percent " (Mahbubani, 2018; Si et al., 2020). Africa’s poverty
rate has doubled from 1999 to 2012 (Badibanga and Ulimwengu,
(2020). Africa shares 21.4% of the world's poverty, down from
43.4% in 2012 (Watkins, K., &Quattri, M. 2016).
5. Causes of Africa’s Poverty
Africa is a complex and perplexing region of the world. Because
Africa is confronted with all of the world's severe and root-cause
problems, such as poverty, massive unemployment, income
inequality, mono-culture political economy, border disputes, intrastate wars, ethnic and lingual clashes, a lack of infrastructure,
unpredictable (mostly poor) economic performance, political
instability, the chronological tendency for violent strife, smooth
civil war, and the extent of corruption (Moyo 2009), intra and
inter-war, climate change34. (Gráda, C. Ó. 2011) However, there
are four major causes of African poverty: civil war, drought, a lack
of democracy, and a population explosion.
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4.1 Civil War
Due to ethnicity, race, and language, Africa is one of the most
complex regions in the world. More than 3,000 ethnic groups and
over 2,100 different languages are spoken in forty Sub-Saharan
African countries (approximately 6,200 languages and dialects
spoken worldwide) (Mayo and Mayo, 2011). The African
continent has approximately 2,582 languages and 1,382
dialects35(Lodhi, 1993). There are no similarities in race, language,
and religion. From 1945 to 1999, humankind faced 25 interstate
wars (Kennedy, 1999) Most occurred in Africa, where
approximately 3.33 million causalities occurred. These wars
involved 25 states worldwide. Therefore, 127 civil wars happened
among 73 states in the same era, and 16.2 million people died.
Most of the causalities occurred in Africa, and more than half of
the total fled from Africa to the rest of the world. During this era,
refugees were greater than causalities. The economic destruction of
Afghanistan, Somalia, and Lebanon are the causes of civil wars.
The majority of civil wars occurred in poor countries36, with 34,
34, and 17 occurring in Sub-Saharan Africa, North Africa, and the
Middle East37, respectively. Civil wars occur when conflicts are
ongoing and after a long time. War impacts on peace and
prosperity, economic growth and development, and the standard of
living of a country. 38 A civil war destroyed interior market
activities, so people lost their jobs. From 1980 to 2000, the entire
region faced a severe civil war. The civil war negatively impacted
per capita growth, employment, and poverty. Due to these civil
wars, most countries faced high unemployment, worsening health
conditions, and dire poverty with low standards of living.
Similarly, when masses of a society or country flee to another
society or country [There is direct association between refugee’s
crisis and conflicts in Africa (Salehyan, I. and Gleditsch, K.
(2006)], there is an increase in labour ratio but jobs are fixed. If
you create new jobs but not in the same ratio; creates a gap of
unemployment. This gap has created poverty in Africa.
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Fig. 1. The turmoil today

Sources: The Economist, 2020;
https://www.strategiesconsultingfirm.com/, 2020
4.2 Drought
Drought and conflict are the root causes of all famines throughout
history; famines occurred as a result of conflicts, resource
exploitation, and extreme poverty. From 1708 B.C. to 2019–20,
there were approximately 434 famines worldwide (Gráda, C..,
2011). More than 376 famines occurred due to drought and
conflict. After 1960, about 99 percent of famines were caused by
droughts and floods (natural triggers) and conflicts (government’s
policies, war, malfunction of globe response) in Africa and
globally (Devereux, S. 2000). Drought creates food insecurity and
food insecurity is further creating major socio-economic and sociopolitical problems in the rest of the world, particularly in Africa. In
the current scenario, climate change is totally affecting Africa’s
agriculture in two aspects: dwindling rain ratio and massive floods
(Paudel et al., 2020).
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4.3 Lack of Democracy
Democracy is not only a solo act but slightly a commitment to sure
institutions such as the free and faire elections, civil society,
political accountability and rule of law. After the proper
functioning of these institutions elect electorate based on common
vote. (Diamond, 2015). It also contains (to changing degrees) the
development of civic culture, freedom of speech and the
acceptance of social agreement. Democracy and famine do not mix
together (Sen, A. 2014). Africa is a continent where democracy is
once in a blue moon. Africa’s decolonization began in the 1960s.
At the Berlin Conference, European authorities divided the plot of
Africa without a thought for the unity of current cultural groups
and state systems. As a result, large ethnic groups divided into
small parts, and other small parts started to struggle for a single,
separate region (state). This separate state concept created civil
wars and authoritarian types of governments.
In the same vein, Omar Bongo of Gabon died after 42 years in
power (Mengara, 2020); Muammar Gaddafi of Libya remained in
power for 39 years (Saba and Akbarzadeh, 2018); Teodoro Obiang
Mbasong of Equatorial Guinea remained in power for 30 years
(Onukwuba, 2018); Hosim Mubarak of Egypt remained in power
for over 27 years (Oguonu and Ezeibe, 2014);However, between
2005 and 2012, the value of democracy was arguably reduced,
with political rights, economic peace, and civil rights increasing in
fifteen states but worsening in eighteen other states. A number of
African leaders have organized violent and cruel behavior through
reduced rights during election periods in a proposal to grip on to
power and authority. In Africa, about 19 and 25 per cent of
elections are blemished by conflicts39.
4.4. Population Bomb
"We are all doomed if we do not control population growth."
Surprisingly, 0.1 million years ago, about 5 million people were
breathing on this planet 40 . In 2019, about 81 million people are
added each year to the world population41. The world population is
7.7 billion, and the world population could grow at the same rate to
about 8.5 billion in 2030 (United Nations, 2013), 9.7 billion and
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10.9 billion, respectively, in 2050 and 2100. On the basis of
population growth, Sub-Saharan Africa will account for the fastest
region (the annual population growth rate on the African continent
is too high; from 1980 to 2015, the rate was 2.5) in the world in the
coming decade. There are many causes of the population explosion
in Africa, i.e., early marriage, high birth rate, high illiteracy, failure
of government policies, and so on.
In a sequel, an extraordinary population growth rate has created
too many problems in the whole region. First of all, food
insecurity: this region has already been facing these problems for
the previous four decades. Furthermore, low per capita income,
pressure on land, conflicts for resources, environmental
degradation, massive unemployment, and epidemic diseases
(Bambrick, 2018). As Malthus defined it, "There is an inverse
relationship between high population growth and unemployment."
Thus, the high population growth rate of the region created three
main problems through a sequence: massive unemployment,
regional conflict, and food insecurity. Approximately 0.2 billion
people were added to the world population between 2019 and
2050, with 1.05 billion (52%) and 237 million (11.85%) added in
Sub-Saharan Africa, Northern Africa, and Western Asia,
respectively. much growth indicates Africa will face worsening
conditions if population growth is not controlled in the coming
years.
6. China developmental projects and Africa
Times are varying worldwide, especially in Africa and Asia. An
additional emerging feature of Africa’s international politicaleconomy is the mounting power, in many respects, of other
developing economies, together with India, Brazil, and obviously
China (Hickey et al., 2020). Currently, China is the major trade
partner for African countries. China’s Export-Import Bank plans to
spend over US $1 trillion on the land by 2025. As well, China now
wants to surpass the US government in total infrastructure,
developmental, and agricultural R & D funding. Because of this,
China has enlarged its occurrence in Africa’s development 42 .
China’s development in Africa is not new. In the 1950s, China
entered Africa 43 . In the 1960s and 70s (Mao’s era), China
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developed particular ties with African governments through aid (in
the previous 5 decades, more than US $1 trillion in developmentassociated assistance has been shifted to Africa from wealthy
countries and the rest of the world) and development programmes
(Addaney, 2020).
The Tazara-railway line (linking Zambia to the Tanzanian coast)
was built by China at a cost of nearly $500 million between 1970
and 1975; it was the most significant emphasis of this period. In
1999, the "Go Out Policy" (Going Global Strategy) was
implemented by the Chinese government and buoyed China’s
firms from side to side with a variety of public financing schemes
to invest overseas, surely including Africa. With present
movements, China’s overseas investments cover over 132
countries in the rest of the world. According to the UN, "China
raised $81.5 billion in foreign direct investment (FDI) in just ten
years 44 (from 2002 to 2012). (Zhang and Zhu, 2020). Ethiopia
intends to have 30 industrial parks by 2020 (4 parks are already
operational), which has successfully attracted foreign investment.
However, 28,000 jobs have been created 45 . China is concerned
about the financial sector in Sub-Saharan Africa. For this purpose,
China is also developing the African banking sector. In 2000, Bank
of China became the first Chinese bank in Africa, which seized the
opportunity to open a branch in Johannesburg and now has swathes
of business in 20 African countries.46
7. How will China eradicate Africa poverty through projects
and policies?
Preliminary investments in China were small. Between 1979 and
1990, the volume was $51.9 million for 103 economic and others
projects (around $500,000 per project). Chinese businesses rely
deeply on government-sponsored support schemes to get a position
in domestic African markets. The director of the China Africa
Network at the University of Pretoria, Martyn Davies, said rightly,
‘Figures are hard to originate by, but China is perhaps the principal
solo investor in African continent. In the same vein, "China is the
principal infrastructure’s builders." They are the principal investors
to Africa, and Africa-China-trade has unbiassed pushed past $100
billion per annum." "Moyo writes in her book, "Dead Aid," under
the title "The Chinese are our friends," In previous sixty years, “No
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country of the world has bad as much of an effect on social fabric,
political and economic conditions of Africa as Republic of China
have subsequently the turn of the epoch. It is not the first period
China has been there. One of the long-lasting testimonials to its
previous presence is the 1,860-km (1,160-mile) railway, built-up in
the 1970s for US $500 million, that connects Zambia, through
Tanzania, to the Indian Ocean. Therefore, Chinese government
invested US $900 million in Africa in 2004, out of the US $15
billion the landmass received, a rise of US $20 million in 1975
(Van de Looy and de Haan, 2006).
Roads build up in Ethiopian cities, ga and other network pipelines
in Sudan, power in Ghana and railways in Nigeria. These are a
small number of torrents of billion-dollar projects that China has
flooded Africa in previous five years, each one slice of a wellorchestrated proposal for China to be the central foreign force in
21th Africa. " In the same way, "In a determination to help fasttrack Africa’s development, China has in current years promised to
train 15,000 African professionals, build up thirty hospitals and
100 rural schools, and rise the many Chinese government
scholarships to Africa’s students from the present 2,000 per annum
to 4,000 per year by 2009. In 2000, China wrote off US $1.2
billion in African debt. In 2003, it forgave another US $750
million. In 2002, The People’s Republic of China provided $1.8
billion in development assistance to African states (Bräutigam,
2011). In 2006 alone, China signed bilateral trade agreement
volume almost US $60 billion47." According to McKinsey, "More
than 10,000 Chinn’s firm operating entire continent [Africa]. Since
2005 the volume is greater than $2 trillion, about $300 billion in
investing currently financial years. The project creating a huge
trade and novel opportunities in land of Africa.”
8. Future of Africa
It is a reality of our time that Africa’s poverty is always used as an
example; like in other parts of the world, Africa is also trying to
reduce extreme poverty. According to the Human Security Brief
(2006), various battle deaths in intra-state wars has declined from
more than 65,000 per annum in the 1950s to smaller 2,000 per
annum in the existing decade (the first decade of the 21st century).
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(Mahbubani, 2018). In fact, from 1990 to 1997, fourteen out of
sixteen intra-wars were fought in Africa. In 1992, the continent
was home to 46.7 percent of the world's civil wars (Nadakavukaren
and Caravanos, 2020). The United Nations Department of
Humanitarian Affairs declared 8 out of the 15 complex emergences
in Africa since its foundation.
The African Union (AU) plays a significant role in Africa's peace,
security, and development, i.e., the UN-AU Hybrid Mission in
Darfur (UNAMID), MONUC in Congo, and UNMIS in Southern
Sudan. In 1990, approximately 20 wars were raging across the
continent at the same time; in 2010, only a few wars were still
raging. Africa will have a bright future for many reasons; AU and
UN efforts, reducing inter and intra-state conflicts, restoring
political stability and the world’s powers trying to maintain peace
and stability. Africa is the largest and fastest growing market in the
world. Therefore, democracies are being restored in more than half
the regions. Like, "In African states, the multi-party system
enlarged from 5 to 35 in the last decade (from 1989 to 1998) of the
20th century (Rohrbach, 2020). Therefore, one-party states or
authoritarian power states in Africa decreased from 29 to 2
(Oguonu, C. N., & Ezeibe, C. C. 2014). In Africa except Somalia,
as well as Latin America except Venezuela, it has also become
more functional. In the 1980s, Ethiopia was considered a symbol
of famine-state and absolute poverty in all of Africa. However, in
three decades, it’s increased per capita income by 214 percent.
Similarly, other African countries, such as Rwanda and Uganda,
have increased per capita income in a sustainable manner
(Mahbubani, 2018; Bikorimana and Shengmin, 2019). Prominent
Singaporean academician and diplomat Kishore Mahbubani
defined the future of Africa when he said, "Today, Africans and
Latin Americans are learning from Asian success stories. In 2008,
Kenya launched Vision 2030 (Kiiru and Barasa, 2020), an
ambitious development programme that was heavily inspired by
similar concepts in Singapore and Malaysia. Kenya’s northern
neighbor, Ethiopia, has been explicit in its admiration and
emulation of South Korea and Taiwan. In 2015, Ethiopian
President Mulatu Teshome said, "Ethiopia is going through a
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national renaissance, following Korea’s model of development."
As Swedish physician and epidemiologist Hans Rosling has
documented, "In 1950, Europe’s share of the world’s population
was 22 percent, while Africa’s was 9 percent. By 2050, Europe’s
share will have shrunk to 7 percent, while Africa’s will have
exploded to 39 percent. " Robert I. Rotberg defined Africa's future
and China's role in it in his article titled "Africa's Economic
Prospects."
China imports a lot of Africa’s petroleum, iron, and other metals
without continued exports to China (Zhao, 2007). In the same way,
Africa’s poverty reduction also depends on China, especially when
the continent's population is swiftly increasing. In 2017, SubSaharan Africa's average GDP per capita was $1,553. Entirely, 65
per cent of sub-Saharan Africans receive less than $2 per day.
According to Benabdallah (2020), Ethiopia is growing at 10
percent a year as a result of new Chinese-sponsored initiatives,
while Ghana has been growing at 6 percent, according to
Benabdallah (2020). With lab our exports to South Africa and
some textile shipments to the United States, it has been growing at
a rate of more than 4% per year. Growth in Burkina Faso, Senegal,
and Tanzania has been just under 4 percent for several years in
South Africa. 48 " The African continent has huge market
opportunities. Consumer expenditure is estimated to reach $2.1
trillion to $2.5 trillion in only 5 years from 2025 to 2030.49 The
World Bank estimates that "the African food market alone could
be worth $1 trillion by 2030, greater than tripling the current $300
million market." The world's military and economic advancements
and emerging economies (BRICS) to improve governance,
education, and public management, reduce corruption and civil
conflicts, and control terrorism and arms supplies to the continent
(Taylor, 2020).
Conclusion and Recommendations
The aim of this study is to answer the question, "Does China's Belt
and Road initiative project (anti-poverty) kick out poverty and
famine from African countries with this project?" This study
examined qualitative research strategy and data collected from 6
books and several research articles. The continent of Africa is one
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of the poorest regions in the world. Poverty and famines occur for
many reasons. In the 1950s, the world emerging and advanced
economies invested in Africa. Neither removing poverty nor
controlling famine is possible for a single instruction or state, but
in the 21st century, China’s single project ‘Belt and Road
Initiative" holds this capacity. Military bases were established in
Africa by the United States and other emerging powers. Thus,
world powers are withdrawing troops and closing military bases in
Africa. They invest in infrastructure, like China. China has
launched lots of developmental projects worldwide. BRI is one of
the largest and most valuable projects in the world. The estimated
cost is more than 1 trillion and covers 68 countries on three
continents: Asia, Africa, and Europe. As a result, more than 1
billion jobs will be created, direct and indirect. Thus, Chinese
developmental projects reduce poverty and famines in Africa and
Asia.
Recommendations
1. Other countries and institutions around the world learn
from China and adopt Chinese-style development projects
in Africa. China has recently emerged as the world's largest
investment guru.
2. The United Nations is full-flagged implementation of the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) because, through
these goals, we reduce poverty worldwide, including in
Africa.
3. The world’s arms suppliers are stopping buying arms for
African countries. Africa's (both North Africa's and SubSaharan Africa's) military spending is $41.2 billion, which
is 2.1 percent of the world.
4. Africa's countries' conduct restores democracy. It is
possible when every government conducts an election. Free
and fearless elections are removing all other types of
government, i.e., authoritarian, dictatorship, civilian
dictatorship, kleptocracy, etc.
5. If the African Union has less dependency on the rest of the
world, then take a free and fearful decision against any
decision. Because she depends on the rest of the world, she
does not use her own powers.
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6. World powers should stop resource exploitation in the
region. The fundamental and core dilemma of African
conflicts is resource exploitation.
7. High population growth Many countries have adopted
effective birth control policies. because of a high birth rate,
a large population aged 0.1 to 14 years, and a youth bulge
population.

Figure-2: African democracy rate in 2011

Figure-3 Africa
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